
To celebrate the 30th anniversary of the Golf GTi, Volkswagen has allowed a group of its
normally very sensible engineers to go crazy. The
result is the Golf GTi W12 650 - and, yes, the 650 bit
does refer to brake horsepower.

The engineers have taken parts fromotherVWproducts
including the brakes of a Lamborghini Gallardo and
Audi RS4, gearbox of a VW Phaeton, and, amazingly,
the 12-cylinder twin-turbo engineof aBentleyContinental
GT (which is now wedged in the Golf's rear-end) you'd
expect the results to be pretty spectacular. And they
are, sort of.

This simple hatchback goes from 0 to 100kph in 3.5 seconds and has a top speed of 202mph.
But, as Jeremy discovered, it absolutely, positively will not go round corners without trying to
kill you to death.

However, this car is intended as a sort of gift to themany die-hard Golf GTi fans who've stuck with
the car over its illustrious 30-year history. And, as such, it beats the hell out of a supermarket
clubcard.
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Read the news article and answer the questions in parts 1 & 2 below.
Underline the answer you think is correct.

What would be the best title for this article?

A. VW’s crazy engineers become sensible.

B. Golf GTiW12 fails all tests.

C. New V12 engine for Bentley Continental

D. Die-hard fans receive birthday gift

Answer the questions - True or False

A. TheGolf does not contain parts fromother cars

True False

B. The Golf goes around corners very well

True False

C. The fans prefer supermarket club cards

True False
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